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we strongly recommend downloading the trial version of the app, and trying it out. get the
holopro software, create the anchor, and then view the simulation. you can change the anchor

position, point it anywhere in the space, and try viewing objects at any time in the past or
future. the most convenient way to move around, and change the viewing angle, is from the

holoscopy tool window. open it, and look for the set of radial buttons. there's also an option to
view it from any location. just move your head in-game, and click a button to view that scene
again. with the set of radial buttons, you can also zoom, pan, and tilt your view. finally, if you

like the app, or if you think you might find it useful, please support its development by
purchasing the full version of the app through the app store or google play store. it will make it

easier for me to continue developing the app and to include more features like these in the
future. navigant light toolbar is not affiliated with the company, navigant technologies, inc. and

they have no control over its content, including text, images, audio and video. navigant light
toolbar is an independent tool for astronomy enthusiasts to explore the night sky. no

endorsement is implied. copyright navigant technologies, inc. cambridge: university of
cambridge dtcs version:1.0.38 available for: windows vista (english (u.s.)). size:6.3 mb.

description: the cambridge dtcs (data technology centre for space research) is a collection of
software for the use of astronomy students and astronomers. included in this package are

several astronomical software applications that can be used for research and teaching.
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